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Abstract. In this paper, we show how to speed up operations of a compact
trie on Word RAM with w-bits registers using bit-parallelism and any linear-
space dictionary for integers with fast predecessor and insert operations, while
keeping the linear space. As a main result, we present a faster compact trie for
storing a set of K strings with total length N letters in O(N log σ +K logN)
bits that supports prefix search (from an arbitrary node) and insert operations
in O(⌈P/α⌉

√
w) worst-case time or in O(⌈P/α⌉ logw) average time, where P is

the length of pattern and α = ⌈w/ log σ⌉. As an application, for any finite prefix
code, online sparse suffix tree construction for encoded text of K codewords
in N letters can be accelerated from O(N log σ) time to O(⌈N

α
+K⌉

√
w) time

using the same amount of space.

1 Introduction

A compact trie [4, 13], also called a Patricia trie [10], for a set of K strings over
alphabet Σ is a fundamental data structure in string processing. It plays essential role
in many applications, e.g., dynamic dictionary matching [5], suffix tree [13], sparse
suffix tree [8], succinct index [9], and external string index [3]. The compact trie TS
for a set of K strings S = {S1, . . . , SK} of total size N letters on alphabet Σ of size σ
is obtained from an ordinary trie for S by compressing non-branching paths so that
every internal node has at least two children and each edge has a substring of S as
its label, reducing the tree structure in at most 2K − 1 nodes. Further saving the
space by representing the edge labels with pairs (i, j) of pointers to a single string
T = S1 . . . SK , a compact trie can store all strings of S in O(N log σ +K logN) bits
of space, supporting general prefix search (the prefix search from an arbitrary node
v), insert, and delete operations with pattern P in O(|P | log σ) time independent of
K and N . It also supports ordinary traversal operations for tries, such as child(v, a)
for a ∈ Σ and parent(v), in O(log σ) time as well.

2 Main results

In this paper, we show how to speed up operations of a compact trie on Word RAM
using bit-parallelism and predecessor dictionaries without increasing the space.

Problems that we encounter: A basic idea is to use the packed string matching
approach [2]. Since each letter is encoded with log σ bits and we can read w bits in
constant time on Word RAM, we expect to process α = ⌈w/ log σ⌉ consecutive letters
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in one time step. However, we encounter a difficulty caused by branching during
traversal of a compact trie. Actually, in the worst case, prefix search with a pattern
of length P requires O(⌈P/α⌉ + dP log σ) time, where dp = O(K) is the number
of branching nodes to visit. Using this modification, for example, we only obtain a
construction algorithm for sparse suffix trees [8, 6, 12] of a text of K index points and
N letters that runs in quadratic time in K = O(N).

Our proposal: To solve this problem, we devise a novel speed up technique by
using bit-parallelism and fast dictionary lookup, respectively, for processing long non-
branching paths and dense branching subtrees. Based on this, we propose the fast
compact trie on D, that is a compact trie augmented with any dynamic predecessor
dictionary D for w-bit integers. Suppose that D stores N w-bit integers in s(w,N)
bits by supporting predecessor and insert operations in f(w,N) time, where s satisfies
the inquality s(w,N1) + s(w,N2) ≤ s(w,N1 +N2) (*). Then, we have:

Theorem 1 (main result). The fast compact trie stores a set S of K strings of total
size N letters over Σ in O(N log σ+K logN + s(w,K)) bits, with supporting general
prefix search in O(⌈P/α⌉f(w,N)) time, and insert in O(⌈P/α⌉f(w,N)+ log σ) time,
as well as ordinary compact trie operations in O(log σ) time, where α = w/ log σ,
σ = |Σ|, and P is the length of a query string.

The above result accelerates prefix search without slowing down other trie opera-
tions. For the choice of predecessor dictionary, we use: The q-fast trie of Willard [14]
uses s(w,N) = O(N logN) bits supporting f(w,N) = O(

√
w) predecessor and insert

operations in the worst case. The dynamic z-fast trie [1] uses s(w,N) = O(N logN)
bits supporting f(w,N) = O(logw) predecessor and insert operations on average. We
note that the space S(w,N) = O(N logN) satisfies the inequality (*).

Corollary 1. The fast compact trie can be implemented to store a set of K strings of
total size N letters in O(N log σ+K logN) bits with supporting general prefix search
and insert operations in O(⌈P/α⌉

√
w) time in the worst case, and in O(⌈P/α⌉ logw)

time on average.

Applications: As an application of our speed up technique for compact tries, we
have the following results. A sparse suffix tree (SST) [8] is a compact trie for a subset
of K suffixes of an input text of length N . It has been open that whether general
SSTs can be constructed in online O(N log σ) time using O(N log σ +K logN) bits
of space [8]. Inenaga and Takeda [6] showed that it is the case for the SSTs over word
alphabets. Recently, Uemura and Arimura [12] extended their results for SSTs over
any regular3 prefix-code ∆ ⊆ Σ+ of total size δ = ||∆|| letters.

Theorem 2 (faster sparse suffix tree construction). For any finite prefix code
∆ of total size δ, the SST for an encoded text of K codewords and N letters can be
constructed online in O((⌈N

α ⌉+K)
√
w) time using O(N log σ + (K + δ) logN) bits.

We note that the dynamic z-fast trie [1] can directly support prefix search (from
the root), insert, and delete operations in O(⌈P/α⌉+logL) time on average as shown
in [1], where L is the maximum size of strings in S. However, we do not know how
to support general prefix search with the above time, and also in the worst case. As
future work, it will be interesting to apply our technique to the following: dynamic
dictionary matching [5], succinct index [9], and external string index [3].
3 A prefix code is regular if it is accepted by a finite automaton.
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3 The details of the proposed data structure

3.1 Preliminaries

Basic definitions: We assume the Word RAM model , which executes the following
operations on w-bit registers in constant time: memory operations, Boolean operations
&, |, ∼, =, ≪, ≫, and arithmetic operations + and ∗, written in C-like notation. We
assume that w ≥ logN , not that Θ(w) = logN . Since our algorithms is based on bit-
parallelism, but not tabulation, they work for all w ≥ logN . Let Σ be an alphabet of
size σ. A speed up factor is α = ⌈w/ log σ⌉. We assume that w is a multiple of log σ.
For strings X,Y , |X| is the length of X, and LCP (X,Y ) is the length of the longest
common prefix of X and Y , in letters. We define [i, j] = {i, i+ 1, . . . , j} (i ≤ j).

Compact tries: Let S = {S1, . . . , SK} be a set of K strings over Σ, whose total
size is N =

∑
i |Si|. Assume that no string of S is a prefix of other string in S. Let TS

be the compact trie (trie) for S. Then, TS contains at most K − 1 internal nodes and
K leaves in O(K logN) bits together with the associated text string T = S1 · · ·SK

over Σ of length N stored in O(N log σ) bits. Let v be any internal node. For any
letter a ∈ Σ, we denote by child(v, a) the a-child of v, that is, the node pointed by
an edge outgoing from v whose label starts with a. If we use balanced binary tree for
branching at v, child(v, a) takes O(log σ) time. To each node v, we associate the path
string str(v) from the root to v. We store at v its letter-depth d(v) = |str(v)|.

We introduce the notion of real and virtual nodes [13] as follows. Suppose that we
consider the uncompact version T ′

S of the compact trie TS . Then, a node v in T ′
S is

called a real node if it is represented by a branching node in TS , and called a virtual
node if it is not. Any virtual node in TS is represented by a reference or a pointer ,
which is a triple τ = (p, k, j) that represents the virtual node reachable from the real
node p by the substring T [k, j]. The general prefix search operation at a node v with
a query string P ∈ Σ∗, denoted by PREFIX SEARCH(v, P ), returns the reference to
the node of TS that is reachable from v by a prefix of P , which can be freely used as
other nodes.

3.2 Speeding up prefix search: The small trie case

In this subsection, we present an efficient implementation of prefix search and insert
operations with pattern of length w bits on a small trie with depth w.

Micro tries: A micro trie is a compacted trie S of letter-height α that stores L
w-bits integers l1, ..., lL as strings. We assume that leaves are ordered from left to right
in the lexicographic order of their path strings. In preprocessing, for every i ∈ [1, L],
we associate to the i-th leaf ℓi the pointer LCA(ℓi) to the lowest common ancestor
(LCA) v of ℓi and ℓi+1. Since S is branching, this is done in O(L) time. Suppose that
D is a dynamic predecessor dictionary that stores L w-bit integers in s(w,L) bits
space supporting f(w,L) time predecessor and insert operations.

We associate D to S as follows. Suppose that a micro trie S stores L w-bits
binary strings {X1, . . . , XL} by its L leaves ℓ1, . . . , ℓL, and that there is an associated
dictionary D containing key-value pairs (Xi, ℓi) for i ∈ [1, L], where Lab(ℓi) = Xi. We
assume that any internal node v has a pointer to D. Recall that α = w/ log σ.

The prefix search operation: Given a pattern X of α letters, packed in a w-bit
word, this operation computes in O(f(w,L)) time the reference to the node ϕ in the
micro trie S = Sv that is reachable from the root v of S by X as follows:
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1. First, we compute the letter-depth c ∈ [0, α] of ϕ as follows. We compute the
leaves µL and µR, resp., as the predecessor and successor of X in f(w,L) time.
If µL = µR then they coincide to ϕ, and thus return ϕ. Otherwise, µL and µR

are consecutive, i.e., R = L + 1. Then, we compute c as the maximum length of
LCP (X, Lab(µL)) and LCP (X, Lab(µR)), where LCP is computed by XOR and
MSB operations in O(logw) time, where alignment of letters in log σ bits is done
using carry propagation by integer addition ([7]).

2. Next, we will find the lowest real node p above ϕ as follows. We can see that ϕ
is real if and only if the depth of the LCA of µL and µR coincide to c. (2.a) If ϕ
is real, return ϕ as an answer. (2.b) Otherwise, we find the real node p as follows
(See Fig. 1). Let β = X[1, c] be the prefix of X with length c bits. We compute
the successor ℓL of the left string XL = β 0(α−c) log σ and the predecessor ℓR of
the right string XR = β 1(α−c) log σ in D in f(w,L) time, where 0 and 1 denote
single bits. Then, define the node p by the lower of LCA(ℓL−1) or LCA(ℓR). Let
T [k, j] be the label of the edge out-going from p to the direction of ϕ.

3. Finally, we return the reference ϕ = (p, k, k + c− (d(p)− d(v))) as the answer.

Claim 1 : The real node p coincides to the lower of LCA(ℓL−1) or LCA(ℓR).
Proof for Claim 1 : If we consider the subtree Sϕ under ϕ, there is at least one leaf

ℓ inside the subtree such that XL ≤ Lab(ℓ) ≤ XR since XL and XR are the leftmost
and rightmost paths below ϕ. Taking the successor ℓL of XL and the predecessor
ℓR of XR, both of them belong to Sϕ. Since ℓL−1 (resp. ℓR+1) locates outside of
Sϕ, the left-branching (resp. left-branching) real node immediate above ϕ coincides
LCA(ℓL−1) (resp. LCA(ℓR)). This shows the claim. (End of Proof for Claim 1 )

The above claim gives the correctness of Step 2 above. To deal with X with length
less than α, we extend X by padding and explicitly store the length |X| at leaf ℓ.

The insert operation: Initially, S contains one branch with the unique leaf ℓ,
and no dictionary is associated. Suppose that the trie S contains L w-bits binary
strings. Then, we insert a w-bit string X into S in O(f(w,L)+ log σ) time as follows.

1. We first find the node ϕ by prefix search operation with pattern X. If ϕ = (p, k, j)
is virtual, then we transform it to a real node. After that, we attach a new edge
from v to a new leaf ℓ with label X[c, α], the rest of X, in O(log σ) time.

2. If S contains only one branch, then we associate an empty dictionary D with ϕ.
Otherwise, we can retrieve D from ϕ in O(log σ) time since either p or its children
q on which ϕ locates is real node. Then, we insert the key-value pair (X, ℓ) into
D in f(w,L) time, while we appropriately maintain LCA pointers to ϕ.

The delete operation can be implemented in the same time complexity only for
the last inserted string, but we omit the details.

3.3 Speeding up prefix search: The large trie case

We present our fast compact trie by indexing based on the previous speed up technique
for micro tries.

Micro trie decomposition: Suppose that we are given a compact trie TS for a
set S of K strings of total length N letters. Recall that consecutive α letters can be
packed into a w-bit word. We assume that the height d of TS is multiple of α. Then, we
split the nodes of TS into ⌈d/α⌉ levels as follows. A boundary node is a node v, either
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micro tree T(v)
micro root v

φ

lL-1 lL lR lR+1

PL = LCA(lL-1)
PR = LCA(lR)

XL XR

X[1..c]

lM

Fig. 1. Small trie case: the correctness of
prefix search operation (Claim 1)

w

w

w

predecessor

dictionary

0w

1w

3w

4w

(a) non-branching

w

2w

(b) branching

Fig. 2. Large trie case: augmentation by
predecessor dictionary

real or virtual, whose letter-depths d(v) is a multiple of α, i.e., 0α, 1α, 2α, . . . , ⌈d/α⌉.
For each i ∈ [0, ⌈d/α⌉ − 1], the i-th level consists of all nodes ϕ with letter-depth
d(ϕ) in [iα, (i + 1)α − 1]. For each boundary node v with level i, we augment the
corresponding micro trie region Sv by a predecessor dictionary Dv if it contains at
least one branching nodes except its leaves as described in Sec. 3.2.

More precisely, the micro trie region (or micro trie) Sv rooted at v of level i, where
d(v) = iα, is the connected subtree of TS consisting of all descendants of v each of
which is either an internal node of level i or a leaf in the (i + 1)-th boundary such
that Sv contains at least one branching node except its leaves. Each branching, thus
real, node in Sv has a pointer to Dv. Now, we define the fast compact trie for S, in
the large case, as a pair (TS ,DS) of TS and a set DS of the associated dictionaries.

The prefix search operation: Given a pattern X of length P = O(2w), we im-
plement general prefix search from any node v in (TS ,DS) to run in O(⌈P/α⌉f(w,N))
time as follows. We assume w.o.l.g. that v is a boundary node in some level i ≥ 0;
Otherwise, we can start from the micro root associated to v.

1. First, we test if a micro trie region Sv is associated to v. If so, we make a prefix
search with the α-prefix X[1, α] on the dictionary Dv as in Sec. 3.2. If the answer
ϕ is an internal node, return ϕ. Otherwise, ϕ is a boundary node of level i + 1.
Then, we repeat the above process after setting X = X[α+ 1, |X|] and v = ϕ.

2. Otherwise, v is the upper end of a non-branching edge labeled with a path string
Y . We match a prefix of X against Y by reading α consecutive letters in one
time step by computing the LCP length c of X[1, α] and Y [1, α] in O(logw) time
as before. If c < w, then we return the reference ϕ to the disagreement node.
Otherwise, we continue the search for the rest of pattern X = X[α+ 1, |X|].

The insert operation: Initially, the trie TS consists of the root only. Then, we
can insert the initial string to TS as usual. Given a non-empty trie TS , we insert a
new string X at specified node ψ in O(⌈P/α⌉f(w,N) + log σ) time as follows.

1. We append X to the text T . We make prefix search with X from ψ and obtain
a reference ϕ = (p, k, j). Let v be the boundary node above ϕ, and Sv be the
associated micro trie region.

2. If no dictionary is associated to Sv, we create a new empty dictionary Dv and
associated it to Sv. Materialize the root and the leaves of Sv as real, and associate
D to these nodes. Otherwise, we obtain Dv from some real node, which is at least
a parent or a child of ϕ. Then, insert the key-value pair (X[1, α], ℓ) for a new real
node ℓ, and attach to ℓ a new edge labeled by the rest of pattern X[α+ 1, |X|].
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Analysis: The time complexity is clear from the discussion in the previous subsec-
tions. On space complexity, if each micro trie Sv contains at most Kv nodes including
its leaves, the dictionary Dv uses O(s(w,Ki)) bits. Moreover, every real, branching
node belongs to at most two micro trie regions. If the space s(w,N) satisfies the
inequality (*) in Sec. 2, the total space is S =

∑
iO(s(w,Ki)) = O(s(w,N)), this

proves Theorem 1. Since it is the case for the space s(w,N) = O(N logN) of the
q-fast trie or the dynamic z-fast trie, Corollary 1 follows. We can prove Theorem 2
from Corollary 1 and the result of [12], whose proof will appear elsewhere ([11]).

4 Conclusion

We presented a faster compact trie with linear space that supports general prefix
search and insert operations in sublinear time, O(⌈P/α⌉

√
w) worst-case time and

O(⌈P/α⌉ logw) average-case time, in pattern size P on the Word RAM with w-bit
words, where σ is the alphabet size and α = ⌈w/ log σ⌉.
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